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Presentation Notes
This project is co-sponsored by NASA Physical Oceanography, Biodiversity, and Ecological Forecasting as a part of the “Life in Moving Ocean” initiative.Later, we gave it a name -- FloatEco (Floating Ecosystem) -- and it continues expanding to include new partners.



Background
World’s “garbage patches”

Mean surface currents  (from GDP 
drifters in the eastern North Pacific)

Simulated pathways of debris from 
the 2011 tsunami

Simulated concentration of marine debris in the garbage patch

Examples of tsunami debris 
items floating in the ocean  
and Asian biota found on 
debris that arrived on the 
US/Canada west coast

20-meter dock that traveled 
from Misawa (Japan) to 
Oregon and carried over 100
coastal species.
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Anthropogenic marine debris is increasingly present in all parts of the World Ocean and poses multiple threats to maritime safety and health of the ecosystem. Carried by currents, waves, and wind, many types of floating debris aggregate in the subtropical oceans, in areas called "garbage patches” where debris can be trapped for many years.Reports of marine debris, generated in 2011 by the tsunami in East Japan, documented large numbers of items with identifiable origin arriving on North American and Hawaiian shores. When the tsunami debris came ashore, many items were still fouled with the biota characteristic of coastal Japan, as hundreds of coastal species were able to survive the trans-Pacific journey, including some known invasive species.



Science questions:

As a fraction of the tsunami debris was expected to end up in the “North Pacific Garbage 
Patch”, questions arose on 

● how the ocean-atmosphere dynamics sort different types of floating objects and how 
they are carried and kept in the patch; 

● how long coastal species can survive in the nutrient-poor pelagic ocean and if marine 
debris helps coastal species to establish and reproduce in the garbage patch.

Approaches:
These questions were addressed in our “FloatEco” (Floating Ecosystem) project by

● designing and deploying drifting buoys having different geometry and different exposure 
to the wind;

● using a mixed-layer float (“EcoFloat”) to study effects of vertical excursions of weakly 
buoyant objects on horizontal transport by vertically sheared currents;

● analyzing trajectories of satellite trackers attached to large debris items;
● designing settlement panels for the open ocean and deploying them on drifters and 

marine debris; 
● collection of biological samples from and visual/photo/video reports of macro debris; and
● at-sea collaboration with citizen scientists.
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Science questions and approachesAs a fraction of the tsunami debris was expected to end up in the “North Pacific Garbage Patch”, questions arose on (i) how the ocean-atmosphere dynamics sort different types of floating objects and how they are carried and kept in the patch; and (ii) how long coastal species can survive in the nutrient-poor pelagic ocean and if marine debris helps coastal species to establish and reproduce in the garbage patch.These questions were addressed in our “FloatEco” (Floating Ecosystem) project by (i) designing and deploying drifting buoys having different geometry and different exposure to the wind; (ii) using a mixed-layer float (“EcoFloat”) to study effects of vertical excursions of weakly buoyant objects on horizontal transport by vertically sheared currents; (iii) analyzing trajectories of satellite trackers attached to large debris items; (iv) designing settlement panels for the open ocean and deploying them on drifters and marine debris; and (v) collection of biological samples from and visual/photo/video reports of macro debris.



Surface drifters of various geometry

2018: 10 drifters with different depths of drogues

2020: 3 drifters with high-windage

Deployed in November 2018 from Maersk “Launcher”

Deployed in May 2020 from S/S 
“Kwai” during OVI cleanup expedition

Additionally, 4 standard GDP drifters were deployed 
and entire GDP array was used in the analysis.

Schematic of 
Ekman spiral
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Drifters.To study effects of the vertical shear (common for Ekman currents and Stokes drift) and wind force, two arrays of drifters of various geometry were buil and deployed in the garbage patch area in 2018 and 2010 using ships of opportunity: Maersk “Launcher” and sailing cargo ship “Kwai”.After nearly two years at sea, many drifters from the 1st array have been retrieved to collect biological samples, inspect conditions, and reduce ocean pollution.



Using OVI satellite trackers
to study drift of 
real debris items

Trajectories of 28 OVI trackers

Photos:
- The Swim
- eXXpedition
- Greenpeace
- OVI
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OVI trackers.Ocean Voyages Institute used satellite trackers, manufactured by Pacific Gyre company to tag large debris items (mostly derelict fishing nets). Nearly 30 trackers were deployed by volunteers from boats of opportunity. Use of the trackers significantly increased the efficiency of OVI’s cleanup operations. Trajectories of the trackers were shared by Mary Crowley (Founder and Director of OVI and Collaborator on this project) with the FloatEco team.



Lagrangian “Eco” Float

Photo courtesy of Ocean Voyages Institute

CTD

Camera + light

Biofouling 
panels

Satellite telemetry

Buoyancy control

● Deployed/recovered by KWAI
● 68 days (May – July), 
● 700 km drift
● Different modes:
- Profiling
- Level drifts (Ekman)
- Turbulence-following

Float

Drifters
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APL mixed-layer float (EcoFloat) was modified and programed to measure the vertical structure of near-surface currents and transport of debris and biota mixed or moving between with a selected range of depths. The fouling process of added settlement panels was monitored in a near-real time with a camera.The EcoFloat was deployed by S/B Kwai in May 2020 and, after two months of active operations at sea, it was retrieved (during the next expedition of Kwai) to download large volume of information, inspect its condition, and prepare for the next mission.



drifters
trackers

Preliminary results from drifters & 
trackers: roles of geometry and windage in 

garbage patch formation

Trajectories of drifter array #1

Trajectories of drifter array #2

Unorganized currents and eddy mixing in the central part 
of the garbage patch
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Analyses of large volumes of data and samples are underway.Preliminary results include remarkable findings both in physical and biological components of the project.For the first time we were able to follow debris objects in real time and compare their behavior under a wide range of ocean conditions.After deployments, relative velocities of different drifters corresponded to theoretical expectations (faster downwind drift of high-windage drifters and slower drift of drifters with deeper drogues). However, after the initial dispersion, drifters demonstrated highly fractile and chaotic motions that kept them inside the garbage patch. (The only exception was a drifter without a drogue attached to a 1.0m x 0.6m large oyster buoy. This drifter was pushed westward by the dominant tradewinds until its battery got exhausted.)Analysis also revealed that drifters and tagged debris trapped in the garbage patch demonstrated a broad range of windages (normalized response to a unity wind). We conclude that the garbage patch is an area, dominated by the strong eddy mixing that reduces sensitivity of the fate of floating objects to their windage.



Preliminary results from drifters & trackers: close range interactions
Windrows and slicks on the ocean surface 

Photo courtesy of Algalite Research & Education FoundationSentinel-1 SAR image
Slick and debris accumulation

Fishing gear
on FloatEco drifters

FloatEco drifters in submesoscale eddy
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2. Groups of our drifters and trackers were trapped for weeks and months in several submesoscale cyclonic eddies that demonstrates the ubiquity of such eddies in the garbage patch. On the presented figures, for nearly 40 days two drifters remained within 10km distance from each other (sometimes coming as close as 200 meters. The composite of the eddy suggests that maximum orbital velocities exceeded 30 cm/s. Additionally, we collected reports on debris accumulating in high concentrations in so-called windrows or slicks.  These feature can reach many miles in length with the width of only tens of meters. All our instruments, inspected during expeditions, carried signs on interaction with fishing gear (nets and lines). We suggest that such interactions are facilitated by the differences between the dynamics of pairs of objects, resulting into high relative speeds.Conclusion: Close-range interactions between debris items are much more frequent than was expected in the conceptual framework of multi-scale ocean currents. Such interactions are not only due to the observed ubiquity of convergent submesoscale eddies and small-scale features (or slicks) but also to the relative movement induced by different responses of various objects to the same ocean-wind conditions. Such frequent interactions may effectively enhance exchanges between biological communities colonizing individual debris items and increase their resilience to challenging environmental conditions.



Marine Debris Surveys

Coastal species Pelagic species
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Photos: Smithsonian Institution
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3. With the help of non-profits and citizen scientists, we have collected over 200 marine debris items since June 2018 to study diversity and origin of invertebrate biofouling organisms living on or in association with the marine debris. Of the first 105 debris items collected and analyzed, we’ve found almost all debris - 98% - housed marine invertebrates. And a good portion of that - 71% - housed coastal species. In total we have found 48 taxa across 6 phyla, 39 of which are coastal in origin. The majority of the coastal taxa observed have native ranges in the western Pacific.



Settlement Panels

Photo: Tamara Fraser

Photo: Cindy Wright

Photo: Ocean Voyages Institute

Photo: Vortex Swim

Photo: Smithsonian Institution
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4. In addition to studying the biological communities already on marine debris floating in the open ocean, we also study the colonization of marine species on marine debris through the deployment of settlement panels to Lagrangian oceanographic equipment like drifters and our EcoFloat as well as to GPS-tracked marine debris, like abandoned fishing nets. Through this research we’ve developed unique settlement panel arrays specifically designed to withstand the challenges of long-term oceanic deployment. Along the coasts we also use settlement panels to study how distance from shore affects community development on offshore moorings.  



Citizen Science Contributors

Informal partners:

The Swim
Algalita Res. & Ed. Found.
The Ocean Cleanup
eXXpedition
Greenpeace
Polynesian Voyaging Society
Figure 6 Voyage
Rick Pelton S/V Anais
Jim Linderman S/V Lyric
Russ Johnson S/V Blue Moon
Ray McCormack S/V Firefly 
N. Treneman – OSU
HI-MDAP members
and many, many others

Official Collaborator:
Ocean Voyages Institute (Mary Crowley)
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Citizen scientists.We were fortunate to develop collaborations with the large number of non-governmental organizations, citizen scientists, and volunteers who helped us at every stage of our project by deploying our instruments, inspecting and retrieving them, attaching and collecting settlement panels, as well as documenting biota colonizing marine debris and taking a variety of visual/photo/video observations. The project had no ship time in its budget and all at-sea activity was performed by our amazing partners. The connections and friendships that FloatEco built will be used to sustain the network for future studies (proposal to NASA Citizen Science for Earth Systems has been submitted).



Applications

Near-real time surface currents

Near-real time model marine debris concentration

Optimization of expedition plans
Probability of success -- ocean conditions are 
accounted for.
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Application development.The model (SCUD) of surface currents, consistent with movement of standard drifters, has been used to develop an application, simulating debris distribution in the garbage patch and to guide expeditions to the areas of most successful debris search.



Follow us on https://www.floateco.org/
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Thank you for seeing our presentation! Please feedback to Nikolai <maximenk@hawaii.edu> and follow the FloatEco webpage for updates.
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